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AUDIT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE MEETING
March 9, 2016
AUDIT EXIT CONFERENCE
Audit Dates: January 19, 2016 to January 22, 2016

Time: 8:55 AM
Present: Audit and Finance Committee: (Mark Hall, and R. Joseph Weekes, Jr.);
PMHV & Co.: Mark Mashaw, IDA staff: Kimberly Gilbert.
Mark Mashaw distributed documents to all present: a balance sheet summary (Attachment A)
and note summary (Attachment B).
Mark Mashaw gave an overview, with all present. Key factors to note in the balance sheet
summary that he composed:
-

Accounts Receivable – Newton Falls Rail Revenue – Kim Gilbert noted that the
final request for funding for Phase I was requested. Mark Hall asked about the time
frame for receiving the monies. Kim Gilbert stated that it could vary, averaging
about 8-10 weeks, but could take up to as much as 6 months.

-

Mark Mashaw spoke of the new receivable for Capital Leases and how it was
PMHV’s decision to re-categorize how lease purchases were recorded on the books.
No error had occurred. The change represents a modification in accounting
classifications, thus creating a capital lease, and removing the attached asset from
the books. This will prevent losses being reported when the Lease Purchase is
completed and is a more true representation of the actual occurrence.

-

Mark Mashaw addressed the GASB 68 required implementation. This is mandated
to begin for the fiscal year ending 12/31/2015 and involves details on an actuarial
study that the NYS Retirement System completes and the actuarial study that the
IDA has completed. The report takes both studies into account and records inflow
and outflows. A very detailed note on the information is included in the IDA Audit
notes.

-

Mark Mashaw spoke on the creation of bad debt allowance accounts. This is
recommended to account for bad debt expenses that are likely to occur in the future.
Kim Gilbert provided an analysis of all the loan funds and their historical failure
rates. The IDALDC was analyzed at a failure rate of 5%, and the Microenterprise
program had a failure rate of 15%. These rates were used in calculating the bad debt
allowances for the corresponding loan funds. Mark Hall mentions that the success
and failure rates seemed to be very good considering the nature of high risk loans
we work with sometimes.

-

Kim Gilbert points to one of the last notes that appear on some of the audits reference
2014 reclassifications that occurred and they seem to be comparable. Per Mark
Mashaw, these reclassifications were related to the fact that interest income used to
be categorized as one account and is now separated into two interest income
accounts; one for loan interest and one for investment interest. The Capital Lease
change, mentioned earlier, is also one factor. Mark also informed the group that
since the RVRDA administrative money is actually an internal transfer from one
fund to another fund within the same entity (IDALDC) this should not be
represented as an expense/revenue, but as an internal transfer, so that it does not
misrepresent the revenues and expenses.

Lastly, Mark Mashaw states that each audit was clean, the best that can be presented. It means
that no problems were encountered and no findings were revealed. All Journal entries or
changes were for reclassification, reporting in the most appropriate way possible, not due to
error. Mark noted that everything seemed to be very well documented and very traceable. He
is very comfortable with the audit and procedures.
9:17 am: IDA Staff (Kim Gilbert) leaves the room to allow the Audit and Finance Committee
members the opportunity to discuss matters confidentially and directly with the auditors.
9:26 am: Kim Gilbert was called back into the room
Mark Hall mentioned that he really likes the Balance Sheet Summary that Mark Mashaw
presented and that it was easy to interpret. Kim Gilbert informed the committee members that
she would try to find a better way to present information that was easy to read and understand,
similar to Attachment A, when she reports to the board members each month. Kim asked that
the finance committee review the new reports that she creates and offer suggestions until they
achieve the results that are acceptable to them.
With no further questions or comments, the audit entrance conference concludes at 9:37 am.

